uniqueness of the classical time evolution of the Yang-Mills-Dirac system in a bag is shown. To ensure sufficient differentiability of the fields we need~dditional boundary conditions. In theproof we use the Hodge decomposition of Yang-Mills ."
.T he present paper is part of aseries devoted to the study of the classical theoryof Yang-Mills fields. Its aim is to establish the existenceland uniqueness theorem for YangMills-Dirac fields satisfying modified bag boundary conditions on a contractible bounded domain M C IR 3 • Since the domain M is fixed, our res~lt corresponds to a static bag with zero tension. In Minkowski space the classical Yang-Mills equations have been studied in refs. [1] [2] [3] . The existence and uniqueness result for the! pure Yang-Mills theory under bag boundary conditions wasobtained in [4] . Here, we extend that result to include minimal interaction between the Yang-Mills field and the Dirac[field.
. Since.cla~sicalnon-abelian Yang-Millsfields are not observed in nature, one may argue that the classical Yang-Mills theory is not relevant to physics. However, the understanding of many physical phenomenain gauge theory, like cohservation laws for colour charges, . are~ased on the classical notions for the .Yang-Mills Ith.eory.It is the~nowledge of the classlcal structure of the theory, toge~her wIth an appropnate understandmg of the process of quantization, which :nables one to arrive at a propell r ä.es~ription of possible quantum .phenomena.
. . One of the most fundamental aspects cf a classical field theory is a complete description of its phase space..Thisis relatively easy in linear theeries, though the gauge invariance of electrodynamics leads to some difficulties which we have learned to handle. Yang-Mills . theory is both nonlinear and gauge invariant. In order tb describe its phase space one needs' an existence and uniqueness theorem for the evolution part of the Yang-Mills equations as weIl as the precise knowledge of the structure of the c9nstraints.
Our interest in studying the Yang-Mills-Dirac system on the space-time of the form
where M is a bounded domain in IR 3 , i~motivated by thefollowing arguments. First, the structure of the phase space of the~lassical Yang-Mills fields exhibits some remarkable differences between the theory in IR41 and in a tube X = IR x M. The corresponding results rely on the respective existence and uniqueness theorems for the classical dynamics, and will be presented in a subsequent paper [5] . Second, there are several approaches to understand the nature of hadrohs (and nuclei) in terms of a field theory of the gluon and quark fields in such a tube, aclong these the celebrated MIT bag model. FinaIly, one might argue that in a real experim~nt the fields are always (spatiaIly) constrained to a bounded domain M C IR 3 . I .
.
The system we are dealing with here is the standard Yang-Mills-Dirac theory with minimal coupling : We show that these boundary conditions are prese~ved under the time evolution. Furthermore they are physically reasonable bY,maintainink the "physical content" of the bag, in the sense that there is no flux of matter or energy tlrrough &M. They, in fact, turn out to be a modification of the boundary conditions of thel original MIT quark bag model [6] . The MIT bag boundary conditions for t4e Yang-Mills fields coincide with the last two conditions of (1.2aJ The first condition of (1.2a) is a parti~l gauge fixing. The MIT condition on the Diracfield coincides with the first one in (1.28.).As we shall show this condition I ' suffices to guarantee that the initial value problem for the free Dirac equation has a unique . global solution in the Sobolev space H I . To handle thb nonlinearity, however, one has to demand higher order of differentiability of W, which enforces.the stronger boundary condition (1.2b). Under these conditions the initial value~roblem for the free Dirac equation , is uniquely solvable in the Sobolev space H 2 .
I '
Based on that existence, uniqueness and regularity result for the free Dirac equation, our results on the pure Yang-Mills system [4] , and the l theory of nonlinear semigroups [7] we will prove as the main result of this paper :
The In order to obtain this we introduce in section2 t!hephase space for the Yang-MillsDirac equations, written as a dynamical system, by fibeingthe boundary conditions, and choosing appropriate Sobolev classes for the respective fields A, E and W of the theory. In section 3 we eliminate the scalar potential ,<Pfrom the dynamical system by choosing an adequate gauge fixing. Linearizing the system we give p.nexistence and uniqueness result for the free Yang-Mills evolution equat.ion. In s, ect,ion[4 the existence and uniqueness of solutions for the free Dirac equation is proven. Together. with the results of [4Jon the pure Yang-Mills dynamics and some analytic propertie~of the nonlinearity of the coupled system we then establish the existence and uniqueness theorem for the nonlinear evolution in section 5~Section 6 is devoted to the study of the consbrvation of the Gauß law constraint under the time evolution of that systems. In an apperldix we give a number of estimate prerequested far the proof of existence of free spinor dybamics, and to apply the theory of semigroups to the Yang-Mills-Dirac system. .
The authors are indebted to R. Racke for his remarks on the choice of boundary conditions for the Dirac equation., "
2. The Cauchy problem for the bag.
To study the coupled Yang-Mills-Dirac equations we denote by M a fixed contractible bounded domain in IR 3 describing the bag. We considerl here onlystatic bags, which implies that the part X of the space-time accessible to the £leIdsis the product X = IR x M of the 'I .
Here the brackets terms are to be understood as [ To formulate proper existence and uniqueness results for that Cauchy problem we finally have to impose appropriate differentiability conditions for the fields invo~ved.These are given in in terms ofthe Sobolevspaces Hk(M), c~nsisting of the Lie algebra valued vector fields ,and V-valued spinor fields on M, respedively, which are square integrable together with their derivatives up to order k. The scalar product on these spaces H,k(M) " is given in terms of the usual scalar product on M C 11R 3 , the ad-invariant metric on q]
and a q]-i~varia~t scalar product onV. . ..
In thlS settmg the ,phase space of our system ISglven by P = Py M X PD, wherẽ I. (2.5)
In view of the bou'ndary conditions (1.2a) we note that hA = 0 implies tB = tcurl A. The pure Yang-Mills system under the boundary con<ilitions(1.2a) has been studied by the authors in [4] .Let S be the evolution operator for the~inearizedsystem,determined by
I. \ Eq. (3.3) with S(AL,ATjEL,E T ) = Ot(AL,AT;EL,~T).
The result of [4] eanbe written as : .
Proposition 1
The 
HyM{(A, E)
be the domain. of the Dirae operator V = _,0 (,jOj + irrt) .
From the basic properties of the ')'-matrices, and by in!tegration by parts we get
Considering theb~undary integral we find by taking t~e Hermitean eonjugate
On the other hand, if both spinor fields Wand 3 obey\the boundary eondition ßWlaM = WlaM, we have
(4.5)
. I
Thus the boundary integral in (4.3) 
This induce~a one-parameter group U(t) I (A(O), E(O), W(O)) I---t U(t) (A(O), E(O), w(q)) = (A(t), E(t), W(t))
oEcontinuous linear transEormations on the phase sPlce P defined by Eq. (2.5).
The non-linear Yang-Mills-Dirac dynamics I
. Considering the nonlinear dynamics we rewrite the l l evolution equation for curves
. (A, E, W)t = (A(t), E(t), w(t)) of states as

I
Bt(A, E, W)t = T( (A, E,W)t) + F( (A,IE, W)t)
I . I 2) and (3;1) . First .we observe that the boundary conditions (1.2) are prese~ved by these nonlinear maps : For the Yang-Mills term FYM we refer to [4] . Concerning the coupling term it follows from the argument above (Eq. (4.4) and (4;5)) that \. .
On the other hand we observe that (Bep'1l)18M= (epB'1I)\18M, and
This obviously also holdsfor =: = 1)'11with '11E given in [4] . The required estimates for the coupling term Fe can be found in the appendix.
• I
In terms of the continuous one-parameter group U(t) lof linear transformations on P, deter1mined by Theorem 1, we rewrite the evolution equatidn (5.1) together with the initial conditibn (A, E, w)o in the integral form \ Thus 11\71Ei -pll"'2 is a constant of motion, and in partidular, the Gauß law constraint (6.1) is preserved under the ,evolution of the system. \ + ,In fact it suffices, as proven in [11] ' to show that the n~nlinearity F is Lipschitz. Appendix. For the operator V = _,0 (,jB j + im) the follo~in~estimate hold : ,~(6,~2, 0) = -i '11 (6,6,~) 1'3 VW(6, 6, 0) = -i VW(6, 6\, 0) . 
